Parking

MeetDistrict visitors can park in underground parking 3.
See yellow zone on the map.

MeetDistrict entrance

You will find the MeetDistrict entrance next to the main
entrance of Albert Heijn, between posts E and F.

By car

You can park in the underground car park; see parking
plan entrance below.

From Antwerp via the E17

On the E17, take the Ghent-Centre exit in the direction of
Ostend/E40/Brussels.
Then take exit 9 (UZ Gent). At the roundabout, take
the third exit onto Corneel Heymanslaan. Continue on
Ottergemsesteenweg-Zuid until you reach the Ghelamco
Arena.

From Brussels via the E40

On the E40, keep right at the Merelbeke junction and
follow the signs R4 direction E17/Antwerp. Turn onto
B403, then take exit 10 Merelbeke and stay on R4
direction Eeklo/Gent/Haven 7000-9990 until you see the
Ghelamco Arena on your right.

From Bruges or Ostend via the E40

On the E17 in the direction of Ghent, take the exit UZ
Gent/Gent-Centrum. Turn onto the B401.
Then take exit 9 (UZ Gent) towards Corneel
Heymanslaan. Keep left at the junction and follow the
signs for Zelzate/R4/Haven 7000-9990 and continue your
way via Ottergemsesteenweg-Zuid to the Ghelamco
Arena.

By bicycle

The site is easily accessible for cyclists via safe
cycling paths, both via the R4, the Sluisweg, the
Ottergemsesteenweg-Zuid and the Hamerlandtragel.
An app is available on the KAA Gent website to help you
calculate your cycling route: www.kaagent.be/stadion/
mobiliteit/route.

By public transport

With the lines 65 and 67 you get off at the stop ‘Gent
Groothandelsmarkt’. The stop is close to the Ghelamco
Arena. You can also take tram 4 from the station to the
stadium. Take tram 4 towards Gent Zwijnaardebrug and
get off after ten minutes at the stop ‘Gent Gestichtstraat’.
Then walk along the separated path along the R4 to the
Ghelamco Arena (+/- 1.5 km.).

